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The next day, Yun Chujiu had just gotten up when a maid came to report in fear, “Miss, Master 

Mingchuan has been waiting for you outside for an hour.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu felt that fan mingchuan must have been kicked in the head by a donkey. She had already 

dissed him yesterday, but he was actually waiting for her outside so early in the morning? And he even 

stood there secretly for an hour? 

 

 

Yun chujiu frowned. She slowly washed up and left the house. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan, who was outside, might have heard the noise inside. He said in a clear voice, “Cousin 

Little Jiu, can I go in?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu really wanted to say to get as far away as possible, but it was not good to be too ruthless. She 

could only raise her chin and let an old woman open the courtyard door. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan wore a white robe today, which made him look even more handsome. He smiled and 

walked into the courtyard. “Cousin Little Jiu, you haven’t had breakfast yet, right? I have breakfast here. 

Come and try it.” 

 

 

Just as Yun Chujiu was about to argue, Fan Mingchuan had already placed all kinds of exquisite breakfast 

on the stone table. 



 

 

Yun chujiu glanced at the food on the stone table and thought to herself, delicious food is not a sin. It’s a 

waste not to eat it, so she picked up her chopsticks and began to eat. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s eyes revealed a hint of pride. HMPH, it seems that Yun Chujiu’s weakness is eating. He 

thought that it was so difficult to deal with, but it turned out that she was a good-for-nothing. 

 

 

After a while, Yun chujiu put down her chopsticks and took out a handkerchief to wipe her mouth. She 

said to fan mingchuan, “Cousin Mingchuan, my holiday life is to eat and sleep. After i sleep and eat, I will 

go and sleep. Please Help Yourself!” 

 

 

After saying that, Yun Chujiu yawned and entered the house, leaving fan Mingchuan in the yard. 

 

 

No matter how deep fan Mingchuan was, he couldn’t hold it in anymore. His face was frighteningly 

gloomy, and he left Shaohua Garden with a flick of his sleeve. 

 

 

A certain jiu, who was secretly peeking through the door, pursed her lips. Little Girl, did you think that I 

was bought over by your sugar-coated cannonball? You really underestimated me! 

 

 

Yun chujiu pushed the door open and swaggered out. The servants did not dare to ask. What a joke. It 

was hard to say when this person was bad. It was better not to provoke him. 



 

 

Yun chujiu walked into the Spirit Peach Forest and sat on the swing. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s actions were most likely instigated by the head of the fan family. What was that old 

man thinking? What was his motive? 

 

 

Could it be that because she saved him, his great-grandson was willing to give his body to her? Stop 

BULLSH * tting! He must be up to no good! Besides, even though fan Mingchuan looked like a dog, he 

could not compare to a finger of a pretty boy. He was even shameless enough to wear white clothes. 

Bah! 

 

 

At noon, Fan Mingchuan came to the house again. This time, Yun Chujiu did not even let him into the 

courtyard. The excuse was very simple. She was taking a nap. 

 

 

In the evening, Fan Mingchuan came again. 

 

 

Yun chujiu yawned and said, “Cousin Mingchuan, I’m really sleepy. Let’s talk again when we have time. 

I’m going to sleep.” 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan was so angry that his nose was crooked. Even a pig couldn’t spend twelve hours a day 

sleeping, right? ! 



 

 

He really couldn’t understand. With his conditions, he was willing to lower himself to please her, but she 

still refused. What was the meaning of this? 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s bodyguard whispered, “Young master, I heard that this Yun Chujiu is very smart. Is she 

playing hard to get?” 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan suddenly realized that it must be so! He had said it before. How could Yun Chujiu resist 

his attack? It turned out that she was playing hard to get! 

 

 

Alright, since she was willing to play, he would cooperate with her. 

 


